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The following is list of functional requirements that were identified for Jembi’s Help Desk & 

Support Electronic System, based on the workshop discussion around EPTS & Helpdesk occured 

on 12 September 2018. 

 

Req. # Requirement description 

1 
The system should allow to register a request for support / incident, creating an 

associated ticket  with following details: ticket #, incident category, tags, 

impact, urgency, priority, timestamp, symptoms, level of support, user details 

who submitted the incident, user details who registered the incident, the 

channel used to submit the incident, additional information about the incident, 

attachments) 

2 The system should automatically sent a notification email to CDC HIS and 

M&E team whenever a ticket is created under the QUERIES category, with all 

details about the incident submitted. 

3 The system should allow to assign the incident/ticket to a group and agent for 

resolution. 

4 
The system should allow to update the incident/ticket resolution group and 

agent, keeping the history about the previous assignees. 

5 The system should automatically sent a notification email to the resolution 

group whenever the correspondent assignment occurs, with all details about the 

associated incident. 

6 The system should allow to track the status of a submitted incident using the 

associated ticket number. 

7 The system should allow to search an incident details using the associated 

ticket number. 

8 The system should allow to search the list of incidents, based on specific 

category, tag, urgency, priority, symptoms, level of support, user submitted, 

user created, channel submitted, with attachments, status, time intervals of 

submission and time intervals of closure, satisfaction classification. 



9 The system should allow to add more tags to a ticket. 

10 The system should allow to update an incident details (incident category, tags, 

impact, urgency, priority, timestamp, symptoms, level of support, user details 

who submitted the incident, user details who registered the incident, the 

channel used to submit the incident, additional information about the incident, 

attachments`) 

11 The system should automatically sent a notification email to support level team 

whenever a ticket is created or updated with correspondent level of support. 

12 The system should allow to register technical information per group of 

resolution registering all details about the steps taken to attempt to resolve the 

incident. 

13 The system should allow to close an incident updating the status of the ticket to 

CLOSE and status of the incident to SOLVED or NOT SOLVED. The system 

should automatically set the time elapsed from the registration of the incident to 

the closure. In the case of a solved incident, the set of steps should be selected 

that were taken to fix the problems. 

14 The system should allow to reopen a closed incident, associating a new ticket, 

keeping the reference to previous incident, adding the reason/justification for 

reopening the incident. 

15 The system should allow to add the satisfaction of feedback and resolution of a 

submitted incident. The classification is from 1 to 3 stars. 

16 The system should allow to delete an incident, registering the reason of 

deletion, date and user who deleted. 

17 The system should automatically sent an email to the manager and all 

associated users whenever an incident is deleted. 

18 The system should allow to reject a registered incident, as out of scope for the 

helpdesk. 



19 
The system should allow to produce the following type of statistic information 

based on a time interval 

 - Number of created incidents 

 - Number of resolved cases and % 

 - Average time to respond. / resolve 

 - Agents who solved the incidents 

 - Cases resolved w/o responses 

 - Number of case reopened and % 

 - Number of cases deleted 

 - Top 10 request types 

 - Number of cases rejected as out of scope for the helpdesk 



20 

The system should allow to produce monthly reports with following details: 

·        Incident ID (Ticket) 

·        Incident Category (OpenMRS PoC, OpenMRS EPTS; iDART; 

general questions,) subcategories; Changes Installation, upgrade, Type 

reports and usability issue 

·        Priority, Urgency and Impact 

·        Incident opened/updated and , date of creation) 

·        Assignee (Group and agent) 

·        Name of the person in whom the triage was made 

·        Who is working with each ticket 

·        Incident start working date 

·        Channel (email, phone and skype) 

·        User details (Name, partner, telephone and email) 

·        Steps taken to resolve the incident (Successful or otherwise) 

·        Incident Status 

·        Incident Resolved date 

·        Related Incident 

·        Related Known Error 

·        Closure Category 

·        Satisfaction /Feedback (1-3 stars) 

21 
The system should allow to change the language of the system from Portuguese 

to English and vice versa. 

  

 


